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GEOGRAPHIC SWITCH FOR DIGITAL MAPS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates generally to a system and method for storing and distributing digital maps and geospatial data. More particularly, this invention relates to a method for incorporating construction data into digital maps and geospatial data.

Related Art

[0002] Digital maps comprise a collection of data compiled and formatted into a virtual representation of land features, related objects and services as they exist in reality. The goal of most digital map providers is to produce maps that give accurate representations of a particular area, detailing major road arteries. Digital map technology enables a wide variety of applications, including navigation via GPS satellite network, as well as route planning and the calculation of distances from one point feature to another.

[0003] Digital maps are often composed of extremely large amounts of data in order to create rich, highly detailed content for the viewer. The data involved in these digital maps must be compiled, organized, and distributed to customers. The compilation and distribution of data takes time. The reality which is represented by the digital maps, however, is not static. At any given moment, road work and construction across a country is almost always underway. This construction can both temporarily and permanently alter location and/or direction of roads and junctions. These alterations may conflict with existing map data and therefore generate unsatisfactory results for navigation systems. In
addition, new roadways may be finished that provide more desirable navigation routes that are not present in existing map data.

[0004] When a digital mapping system is released, many road construction projects will be in various stages of completion. Present navigation system developers are therefore presented with the decision of choosing between maps incorporating the pre-construction configuration and those that represent the roadway after construction is finished. Some application builders simply want roadways to be represented as they are on the date of the map release. Others may desire the future representation. Existing digital mapping systems fail to address the varied conditions and the varied approaches of application builders.

[0005] It would be highly desirable to have a system and method of storing and distributing digital map and geospatial data that could accommodate both the changing nature of existing roadways under construction as well as the varied requirements of application builders developing navigation software.

[0006] It is an object of the present invention to provide a method of storing and distributing digital map and geospatial data that addresses the needs and requirements of developers with regard to existing roadways under construction.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION AND ADVANTAGES**

[0007] These and other objects and advantages are achieved according to one aspect of the invention by a method of providing digital map information wherein a map database is provided comprising a plurality of first map elements. Each of the plurality of first map elements comprises first attribute information. A plurality of second map elements is also
provided, each of which comprises second attribute information. A switch setting is provided controlling a choice between the first map elements or the second map elements.

[0008] The present invention provides advantages over known systems by allowing for a digital map to simultaneously store information relative to two different temporal periods. An advantage of this multi-temporal data storage is that it provides programmers and software the ability to switch or choose between the different information based on either preferences or based on known time periods. This can also the end user with the advantage of having the most accurate up to date digital map and direction information without necessitating updating their navigational device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] These and other features and advantages of the present invention will become more readily appreciated when considered in connection with the following detailed description and appended drawings, wherein:

[0010] Figure 1 is an illustration of a navigational device as contemplated by the present invention.

[0011] Figure 2 is an illustration of the map database in accordance with the present invention.

[0012] Figure 3 is a graphical illustration of a portion of the data in the database shown in Figure 2.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0013] Referring to the Figures, wherein like numerals indicate like or corresponding parts throughout the several views, this invention pertains to digital map information and to
navigation equipment that utilizes such digital map information. By "digital map information", it is meant to include digital mapping systems for various established transportation networks, including various roadway surfaces for motorized and non-motorized vehicles, walking, biking, skiing and hiking trails, and other established routes along which users of navigations devices travel for business or pleasure. Although transportation networks are the most significant implementation of the present invention, the present invention would also work for bridges, buildings, and even general geographic areas. The present invention would be applicable to general geographic areas in examples where a forest is cut down and replaced by an industrialize area, or a water basin expands upon the construction of a dam. In this sense, the terms used to described the transportation network should be taken in their broadest sense. For example, the term "roadway" is intended to be used in a most general way and to be inclusive of all paved and unpaved roads, paths, trails and the like for use by any type of vehicle or a pedestrian.

[0014] Referring now to Figure 1, which is a navigational device 10 in accordance with the present invention. Navigational devices 10 commonly utilize software 15 to pair geographic locating elements 12, such as global positioning systems, with a map database 14 such that a logic 16 may determine the location specific directions and mapping illustrations 18 can be provided. The term navigation devices 10 is intended to encompass a wide variety of systems including geographic information system applications. Although a wide variety of such systems are known, existing systems do not address the changing nature of transportation networks which are often in a constant state of change and flux due to changes in the infrastructure, additions to the infrastructure, or deletions from the
infrastructure. Existing systems commonly utilize static released databases for their map databases such that their details become fixed at the time of release.

[0015] The present invention contemplates a more desirable and flexible method of providing digital map information as illustrated in Figure 2. The present invention further contemplates that this usage may be sold to customers directly or may be incorporated in a navigation system as illustrated in Figure 1. The method includes providing a map database comprised of a plurality of first map elements. These elements, such as planar graph elements or vector components, are utilized to define the digital map information by way of smaller discrete sections. The map database further includes a plurality of second map elements which are intended to represent how the digital map information will change over a given period of time. It is contemplated that the first and second map elements may comprise a wide variety of map features. These map features may incorporate a wide variety of digital map features and characteristics. Although the remaining description will refer to the "map" elements as "road" elements, it should be understood that this is for illustration purposes as road elements comprise a central basic element of digital maps.

[0016] In one embodiment, it is contemplated that the first map (road) elements represent existing map (road) elements indicative of the state of the infrastructure at the time the map database is released. The second map (road) elements are contemplated to represent post-construction map (road) elements indicative of the state of the infrastructure when modifications due to construction are completed. Thus the present invention combines existing roadways (Figure 3a) and future roadways (Figure 3b)
into the same planar graph (Figure 3c). It should be understood that wherein post-construction map (road) elements 24 are known to be under construction where no existing road segments presently exist, these post-construction map elements 24 may exist independently of any existing map elements 22. It is preferred that each of the post-construction map elements 24 be paired to one of the existing map elements 22. This is meant to indicate that they relate to the same section of map or roadway such that they represent alternative configurations of the same element. In this fashion, only one of the two configurations is intended to be displayed at any given time.

[0017] The advantage of the present system is that it allows the database 14 to handle not only the existing state of roadways 22 but in addition how they will function when known construction projects are finished. The present invention accomplishes this by way of defining each of the plurality of existing map (road) elements 22 by first attribute information 30 (existing attribute information). The first attribute information 30 may be embedded into a first map element carrying code 32 in one embodiment. It is further contemplated that attribute information is intended to include a variety of details regarding a particular segment of map including, but not limited to, country code, geographic location, geometry, and operational condition (i.e. is the road open or closed; direction of travel, traffic flow pattern etc). It is understood that as the complexity of digital maps increases so will the variety of attributes intended to be encompassed by the stated attribute information.

[0018] The present invention further defines the plurality of second map (road) elements 24 by second attribute information 34 (post-construction attribute information). It is contemplated that this second attribute information 34 may be embedded into a second map
It should be understood, however, that a wide variety of storage solutions would be obvious to one skilled in the art in light of the present disclosure. The first and second map element carrying codes 32, 35 may be combined into a single carrying code. In other embodiments, the attribute information 30,34 may be stored in independent databases are referenced by each element. The number of ways to store and retrieve the changing attribute information 30,34 are limitless and the present invention contemplates the utilization of any of these methodologies. The term carrying code is intended to encompass any embedding of attribute information into the data storage of the road elements 22,24. In one particular embodiment, the term element carrying code is intended to embody a data packet associated with a single road element.

It is further contemplated that the first and second map elements 22,24 and their respective attribute information 30,34 may be associated in a variety of fashions. In the aforementioned embodiment, the differential is stored within map element carrying codes 32,35. In other contemplated arrangements, the first and second map elements 22,24 may be assembled into composite element groupings 48 that may share first and second attribute information 30,34. For example, a group of map elements representing a bridge may be joined into a composite element such that a single first and second attribute information 30,34 may apply to each map element within the composite. Another alternative to associate map elements is to join groups of elements by relationships 49 (an example of relationship between map elements would be a maneuver). For example, a 'prohibited turn' could be a maneuver that relates to a particular map (road) element just before the intersection. In this example, all map elements related to a single intersection may be
grouped to share attribute information 30,34. It is further contemplated that the relationships
49 themselves may be similarly be paired in pre-construction and post construction

[0020] It is contemplated that a switch setting 36 may utilized to indicate a preference
between the usage of the first or second map elements 22,24. Although the switch setting 36
may be embodied by a variety of storage solutions, one embodiment contemplates that the
switch setting 36 is embodied into the first and second road element carrying codes 32,35
such that navigational software or application developers may preferentially select either the
first road elements 22 or the second road elements 24 to represent in their navigational
directions. In this fashion, it is contemplated that the switch setting 36 controls which of
the first or second map elements 22,24 is displayed. By prioritizing one of the map elements
22,24 the switch setting 36 allows software to select the desired element.

[0021] In one embodiment, it is contemplated that the switch setting 36 may utilize a
switch table reference 38 that associates the switch setting 36 with a table of dates 40
reflective of when construction projects will be completed. In this fashion, navigation
software can actively choose the switch setting 36 based on comparing the actual date from
an internal or external calendar system 42 to the switch table reference 38. In addition,
application developers may easily make permanent switch settings based on the release date
of their particular products. In other embodiments, the switch setting 36 could be changed
on the basis of wireless communications such that variations in construction schedules may
be accommodated. Finally, it is also contemplated that feedback information, such as
direction of travel and/or speed, sent wirelessly from navigational devices 10 within vehicles
may be utilized to verify the construction timelines. In this fashion, if a road under construction is open during specific hours, the switch setting 36 may be wirelessly switched during those hours to notify drivers that the road is actually open.

[0022] It is further contemplated that the present invention could include a plurality of third map elements 44 defined by third attribute information 46 and that this third attribute information 46 may be embedded into a third map element carrying code 47. It is contemplated that the third discreet road elements 44 could be utilized to represent known future road construction projects. For example, a freeway might at release be fully functional but it is known that construction in a month will have it down to one lane in each direction. The switch setting 36 would be utilized to chose between the first, the second, and the third attribute information 30,34,46 based on a given date. Therefore, at release the first or existing attribute information 30 would be utilized. Upon the date of known construction, the third attribute information 46 would be utilized. Finally, when the date for finishing construction arrives the second attribute information 34 could be implemented. It is contemplated that further elements representing alternations based on calendar dating could also be added. In this fashion, a single elemental database can be released that is easily modifiable by either software or by application developers to accurately reflect transportational networks over an extended period of time.

[0023] The foregoing invention has been described in accordance with the relevant legal standards, thus the description is exemplary rather than limiting in nature. Variations and modifications to the disclosed embodiment may become apparent to those skilled in the art
and fall within the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the scope of legal protection afforded this invention can only be determined by studying the following claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of providing digital map information (20) comprising:
   providing a map database (14) comprising a plurality of first map elements (22), each of said plurality of first map elements (22) comprising first attribute information (30);
   providing a plurality of second map elements (24), each of said plurality of second map elements (24) comprising second attribute information (34), each of said second map elements (24) paired to one of said first map elements (22);
   allowing an alternate selection of said first map elements (22) or said second map elements (24) by providing a switch setting (36) controlling a choice between said first map elements (22) or said second map elements (24).

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein each of said first map elements (22) comprises said first attribute information (30) embedded a first map carrying code (32).

3. A method according to any of claims 1 or 2, further comprising:
   providing a plurality of third map elements (44) comprising third attribute information (46), said switch setting (36) indicating a preference for one of either said first map elements (22), said second map elements (24), or said third map elements (44).

4. A method according to any of claims 1-3, wherein said first map elements (22) comprise existing road elements and said second map elements (24) comprise post-construction road elements.

5. A method according to any of claims 1-4, wherein said first attribute information (30) and said second attribute information (34) include one of either geographic location or operational condition.
6. A method of providing digital map information (20) comprising:

providing a map database (14) comprising a plurality of first map elements (22), each of said plurality of first map elements (22) comprising first attribute information (30) embedded in a first map element carrying code (32);

providing a plurality of second map elements (24), each of said plurality of second map elements (24) comprising second attribute information (34) embedded in a second map element carrying code (35), each of said second map elements (24) associated with one of said first map elements (22);

allowing an alternate selection of said first map elements (22) or said second map elements (24) by providing a switch setting (36) controlling a choice between said first map elements (22) or said second map elements (24).

7. A method according to claim 6, wherein said first map elements (22) and said second map elements (24) comprise road elements.

8. A method according to claim 6 or 7, wherein said first map elements (22) comprise existing map elements and said second map elements (24) comprise post-construction map elements.

9. A method according to any of claims 6-8, wherein said first map elements (22) comprise proposed non-operational map elements and said second map elements (24) comprise post-construction map elements.

10. A method as described in any of claims 6-9, further comprising:

providing a plurality of third map elements (44) comprising third attribute information (46) embedded in a third map element carrying code (47), said switch setting (36) controlling a
choice between said first map elements (22), said second map elements (24), or said third map elements (44).

11. A method as described in claim 10, wherein said third map elements (44) comprise future scheduled construction map elements.

12. A method according to any of claims 6-11, wherein said first attribute information (30) and said second attribute information (34) are linked to a composite element group (48).

13. A method according to any of claims 6-12, wherein said first attribute information (30) and said second attribute information (34) comprise operational condition.

14. A method according to any of claims 6-13, wherein said switch setting (36) comprises a switch table reference (38), said switch table reference (38) indexing said preference to a calendar date.

15. A navigation device (20) comprising:
   a map database (14) comprising:
   plurality of first map elements (22), each of said plurality of first map elements (22) comprising first attribute information (30);
   a plurality of second map elements (24), each of said plurality of second map elements (24) comprising second attribute information (34); and
   a switch setting (36) arranged to control a choice between said first map elements (22) or said second map elements (24); and
   navigation software (15) paired with a geographic locating element (12) capable of displaying portions of said map database (18), said navigation software (15) including logic (16)
characterized by displaying either said first map elements (22) or said second map elements (24) in response to said switch setting (36).

16. A navigation device (10) according to claim 15, wherein said switch setting (36) comprises:

a switch table (38) associating said preference with a calendar date.

17. A navigation device (10) according to claim 15 or 16, further comprising:

an internal calendar element (42) in communication with said logic (16), said logic (16) utilizing said switch table (38) and said internal calendar element (42) to determine said preference.

18. A navigation device (10) according to any of claims 15-17, wherein said switch setting (36) is altered by wireless communication.

19. A navigation device (10) according to any of claims 15-18, wherein said first attribute information (30) and said second attribute information (34) include one of either geographic location or operational condition.

20. A navigation device (10) according to any of claims 15-19, wherein each of said second map elements (22) is paired to one of said first map elements(22).
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